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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. THE INTENDED AUDIENCE

Phis re opt is ihtended for use by designers of interactive retrieval

and b. students of system des4gn, II. the report command larguage

features of eleven different online infcrnation retrieval systems e,

presented in terms of the funrtional needs of a searcher sitting at a

terminal,

:here are a number of assumptions underlying tne report that should be

made clear, The first is that there has been enough time for competition

in the marketplace since initial implementation for systems that do not

respond to user needs to disappear. The second assumption is that command

languages are sufficiently easy to change so that reoccurring sugg^stions

from users are reflected in revised versions of systems. A third is that

most (but not all) of the systems considered in the report were developed

independently of the others. One can see this by noting that systems vary

widely in the words used for invoking functions while they vary only slightly

in C-,,2 types of information users must supply when invoking the functions.

A fourth assumption is that in the absence of totally new technologies, Lhe

functional needs of the searcher are not likely to change significantly.

The net effect of the argument is that the juxtaposition of features from

re:ativelv s.;ccessful operational retrieval sysces can tell ohe a great

deal about the needs of the interactive searcher. Hopefully, the report

c,ise the tra,Isiti-:n to :3 cc=on ary sc=ir-hing,

a2q perhaps far-I:irate t!,? -ievelop-nent 'f A C'=On Irtt-t-ra

different sYs*Lems.

t!P:=1ners sv.=.te.---.s it t t

in,



_ere are -ther audiences that are likely to think the rep,rt responds

te 'heir nee, N. Purchasers of intere. tive retrieval system service and

searcers therselves probably will assume that the report can help them

.:cote between N;ster,s. To the extent that iL suggests what to look frr,

.)ut shaulo not bt- relied upon for r-oie. First of all , the

ire -ut of date

id-to, i 1:11N-baser should consider that are not discasFed here thir,s

1)1,e .cwt, rtTutation for service, and ahilit; to tailor a contract to the

needs of a purchase', Without informati-m about the parti,ular

set of data bases to be accessed, the educational background of users, and

the usage leads at various tines of the day and year, no adequate rating of

systems is nossibl . Purchasers of systems or service should plan tc carry

a out benchmark studies in which they determine Olat a typical_ load would

;"oak like and would rust if run on each of the systems ander consideratim..

Finally, it should be pointed out that many more systems are available in the

marketplace than are considered in this report. the National Bureau

Standars (3) has recently put together an index of interactiv,_=, ipformdtion

systems.

.2 THE FEATITE ANALYEP,

In ,rder to asses the value of the report and the reas,,-,n in lehinu thtz

-n 7atorials, tLe re 'ier must understand the procedures f.:110wed

in _^7piling L. The major reason fc,r carrying out the analysis was to bring

*e7 designrIrs together and tc, food=, tImir attentiQn upon si7ilarities

and iifferen,:es in existinp usi-r inter i-terl'eN=-11,1

-t tee st efff,:tivc meti,)1, r

a, t
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User interfaces are not the major interest of most ,!signeTs. Designers

qpend most of their time making sure that their systems are reliable and

cost effective. What they would most like to know and are least willing to

reveal are strategies for increasing system throughput without degraning

rer2Ini,u;e, or strate0,es for attracting and retaign4 a money-makilg Mb;

of users. intentionally did not prohe too far into system interrals or

s7stem clientele berause these were ftlt to be privileged information. The

user interface was a neutral topic for designers yet of great interest to

searchers.

A three-day workshop was held at Stanford University April 23-25, 1973.

Representatives of each of the eleven systems, a five-man panel of experts,

anc a handful of invited guests met for intensive discussions and system

demonstrations. The five two-hour discussions focused on 1) the searcher/

task environment, 2) the data base environment, 3) & 4) search and display

features necessary for information retrieval, and 5) instructional and

diagnostic features. At least one forty-minute demonstration was given of

every system, and most systems were displayed twice. Video tapes were made

of six of the system demon-tratiors directly off of t'-e terminal and are

available on loan from ASIS's STC/UOI (the user on-line interaction special

interest group of the American Society for Information Science).

In prepartion for the workshop, user manuals were solicited from each

the system representatives and eaLh representative was visited foi half

The manuals were used to extract much of the material that appears

4-1 the report, ar'l the sits visits were used to fill in missing gaps and to

r rt-orrsentcive revarflim the user porilation. it rapidly became

1,,r i,,,,i;:ner5 knew little about the halHts and characteristics of

Tr most o,p-;ec clients were known an acc_ount number



that lumped together a number of different searchers. Only gross generaliza-

tions were available regarding whether end users were carrying out their own

-3earches, whether searchers :,ere frequently switching between data baser,, or

whether then tended to use video terminals instead of teletypes. After the

wit visit!, and befLre the workshop, matrices were drawn u: sumnarizing the

:,,,;re to whi,h each of Lie elf-veu sy,3tems ircorpoiited various features. At

he workshop the matrices were used to structure discussion between designers.

Revised versions of the matrices have been inci.,ded as an appendix to the

r -port. Revisions have been made partially at the request of designers and

partially to make the matrices an accurate summary of the total report.

System representatives have also reviewed the chapters of the report dealing

with their systems and have made revisi so that the report accurately states

the status of their systems as of April, 1971.

We would like to thank Donalr Black and Robert Katter from System

Development Corporation, Mark Radwin and Roger Summit from Lockheed, Lawrence

Stevens and Howard Coleman from Informatics, Stanley Friedman from IBM, David

Colombo and John Fried from Battelle Memorial Laboratories, Richard Giering

from Mead Technology Laboratories, Donald Hillman and Louis Stern from Lehigh

University, Benjamin Mittman and Wayne Dominick from Northwestern University,

Richard Marcus from M1T, and Charles Goldstein from the NASA Lewis Research

Center for their contributions to the workshop and report.

In addition to the written report, a twenty-minute color 16mm. film

called "Access" has been prepared for introducing college level students to

interactive sear^hing. It is being distributed by the Extension Media Center,

University of California at Berkeley. Tn the film, viewers are informed

that searching is like looking for a needle in a haystack and that it

t3/4



involves the entering of a request, revision, supplementing with related terms,

browsing, and display of results. They are shown a number of different types

of users searching for different kinds of information in different kinds of

data bases, Information technology is presented In an historical persepective

s a means, whereby the special interests of small groups can be served, and

wiLl be served more effectively in the future by means of netwoiks, inexpen-

sive 9t.orage media, and by human information brokers. The film can be used

in coniuction with the report as an introduction to interactive searching.

1.3 HOW TO READ THE REPORT

The report itself is divided into chapters dealing with the various

functional needs of interactive searchers. Matters outside the :ontrol of

retrieval system designers are not included. For example, little is said

about interactive terminal features or about operating system login proce-

dures. issues that are beyond the concern of searchers are not included.

No mention is made, for instance, of file structures, parsing techniques,

Dr updating techniques. There are a number of issues that it would have

been nice to include but which were not since data was not aveilable. For

example, nothing is said about average and worst case delays due to system

failure, or about recall/precision measures of system ei-fectiveness.

The appendix to the report acts as an index to the subsections. The

rows in the four matrices direct the reader to the related subsections.

S osections generally consist of statements supported by command language

svntax. Rather than adhering to a uniform notation for commands, presentation

techniques are tailored to the special circumstances of each subsection

sc, that the supporting material will be as readable as possible. System

names have been pulled into the margin so that they either can be ignored



or so that one can locate the manner in which a particular system has im-

plemented a particular feature. Chapters begin with tutorial material

placing the functional need in context and contrasting its use in interactive

searching with its role in other types of systems. Then features which are

encountered by default are introduced followed by features that must be

specifically invoked. In some chapters features are organized in terms

of subfunctions rather than in terms of how they are invoked. The report

concludes with general recommendations to the designers of future systems.

1.4 RELATED WORK

The report fits into a background of activity that has been taking place

over a number of years. In January, 1971 a workshop dealing with the user

interface for interactive bibliographic searching (15) was sponsor d by the

American Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS). The

thirty-eight participants at the workshop represented a number of different

interactive information retrieval systems. Many articipants were unfamiliar

witt.each other's systems and many expressed a desire to compare systems so

that a basis could be laid for further discussion. Available comparisons

of systems by Seidon (14) and Welch (16) were effectively out of date. The

participants drew up a list of the functional areas involved in searching

that form the basis for chapter divisions in the current report.

One of the participants at the 1971 worksop was William 011e, who

headed a similar effort to place features in a functional framework for

data base management systems (2) under the auspices of the Conference on

Data Systems Languages (CODASYL ). While there is an overlap between inter-

active retrieval langauages and data base languages, 011e indicated that

he thought a similar feature analysis should be conducted for information

retrieval systems (12). When the designers of the eleven retrieval systems

q/



met at the April, 1,-.3 Stanfo-d workshop. one of their conclusions was that

no sharp dIsctinction should be made between retrieval of management and

bibliographic information.

The National Bureau of Standards has for a number of years kept track

of the state of the art in information retrieval system development (3, 4

6, 7). As the field has stabilized and pressure for standards has increased,

NBS representatives have started laying a groundwork for uniform login and

logout procedures.

While the National Bureau of Standards representatives are not attempt-

ing to impose standards in functional areas of searching, Reintjes and

Marcus (13) at M.I.T. have been attempting to develop a translating inter-

fac2 language that can be used for coupling systems so that a searcher need

not worry about which retrieval system he is using. Although they have made

some progress the task is vast and much remain3 to be done.

At the other end of the .spectrum, a survey under the direction of

Carlos Cuadra at System Development Corporation is underway in an attempt

to discover what purchasers, intermediaries, and end users actually think

about the systems they have been using. In Europe, D.I. Rai -A of the

European Space Research Organization is using the same questionnaire to

discover how Europeans are reacting to the systems available to them.

There are a number of places one can turn to for more information

about interactive searching. A thorough and 42.cellent introduction to the

field is Lancaster's Information Retrieval On -line (5). If one prefers

collections of papers, Walker's Interactive Biblicgraphic Search: The U,;(1r

Computer Interface (15), Meadow and Henderson's Interactive Biblio,r.ai,hi

Systems (11), or May's Automated Law Research (10) are recommended.

7 . ,



Tiler/ at not as many places where ene turn for infrmation regard-

ic :re icsign of useriompnter interfaces. James martin's Design c' ',Ian-

CuTpdter Dialogues (8) is one of the only textbooks. The Annual Review of

:Information Science and Technology has -e2ently includes chapters on "The

s;,3r :...terface in Interactive Systems" (1, 9). The Suecial Interest Grc_lp

on-line Interacticn" of the American Saciet' rmatiin ocieCce

holds technical sessions dealing with user interface probletus.

S

8
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vl'slLms SELECTED

2.1 I'T ?ODUCTION

Eleven systems (BaLtelle's BASIS, IBM's STAIRS, Lockheei's DIALOG,

MIT's INTREX, NASA Lewis Research Center's !BASIS, Leuign's LEADER, Mead

Technology Laboratories' DATA CENTRAL, Informatics' RECON, System

Development Corporation's ORBIT II, Northwestern's RIQS, and Stanford's

SPIRES II) were chosen for inclusion in the comparative analysis. The

criteria used fjr selecting systems were that the system had to be 1) opera-

tional, 2) on-line and interactive, 3) able to handle multiple users simul-

taneously able handle multiple data bases, 5) able to process data

bases with variable length entries and elements. 6) demonstrable to

pu-lic, and 7) primarily oriented toward information storage and retrieval.

In L.'y one case was an exception made from these criteria: INTREX toes not

customarily handle more than one data baFe.

Many systems met the criteria of the comparative analysis but were not

includcd. A nember are close relatives of systems included in the analysis

(ELHILL, NASA/RECON, BIN, LLaIS, c-,uld be excluded witho_t prejudicing

the genera-Lit of the comparison. The versions included in the analysis

were ,b.)sen .:ecanise the person making the greatest concribution to the

cf co.;ld teprelnt it. Both DIALOG and RECON were in-

t:,oca.,-se Roger =Iummit f Leckhe,-d and Larry Stevens (of NASA in 1968,

Inf-rmatics during the comparative an't_ysis) worked together to establish

tnt 'Gs 1,)1- 1_1:e %;(T:/r1...,ON.

Other system,, ev_1.-Ted c,,tside cd the 7nited States ((YLIC/LA

anadA, -f Swell n) and t wa=. eit Cat lino' system representatives

11
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were beink, paid to col,.e to the Stanford yorkshop, t',ut it woul he oer

limit th9 analysis to U.S. -7stems.

Some systems came very close to being inrludee but were not for extra-

ne?os reasons, infudata's INyJIRY. system was to be ln,_luaed Lt

7.-yn'n before the workshop because of the press of work. he York

Time system would have been included except that It rer:uired e terminal

tout WdS not available on the West coast, was used with tingle data base,

:Ind was written at ISh Federal Systems Division so would n.t have been rep-

resented by a system cks,gner. Lawrence Livermore Laboratories' MASTER

',..)NTFOL would have been included except tit it runs on a very unusual

computer and can only be m2de publicly accessible by moving it to a

declassified computer. The Defense Documentation Ce^'-er's system was

:,nsidered but not included for similar reasons. MR;'s system 2000 would

have been included except that it was discovered too late. Other systems

but not used were: Uni.,ersitv of ,Washington's SOLAR,

of Pitt.'7,1riTh's PIPETS, Syraruse's SUPAR., and Stanf-lr-I gesedrfd-

Al:g7,ntei Intellect.

should be drawn that a system is in anv w::

not in-luded in the nalvsis. snll'e%t t limit

-;m;-er nf r'art-lcipatin2 systems so that we .7ould conduct a clana-i--cl'1,

-...torKsLu7. th;-__ Items ac:: -7E-1 t.:Irougl-lout the report will rrfo%,:

comprehenve go that other s e on

a Ii*er

L.



Svst,--as scle1 to p,,rtii:-,4te in the ,.-art lye anilysis as

iniarv, 19". represLn tat tv ne tL.;etcr A;ril 23-25, 1973

' - arr,lysis wrks' -7. lbr the rest Chu report

is aJ t= te A5r, 1J73, and tiffs wil: be en-4211asizecl in

ne nt_zt st is. weer, the st,_-ns trice into existen:.e much earlier,

nd iest have --rtinued to exist beyond that ',ate. In this section, each flf

"e is 1--,trcu-ed and nref,enteoi 3,1 it has de.veleped ever time.

as !evel':sper' at Batt11, Memoria l institute's CcJumbus BASIS

1-,tories and was first Tut into service during Jii, 1970.

ia intended for use b", Battel:e's infcrmation lalysis

::hters and their clients, its use has hrpaciened ts 7inv

ap, prr-cessin? ind

:',.ttel:e will sell or lease s-Jft,...are, JCH Will ,

t.---ers data base, ;-)otential clients are j'idge'J tcr-

r,,rsh ntcht of their propris_:d effr,rt.

April, 197: the sYste,- has alsr -eep is1a

t'rt

r hac- elne.l, furtins haw_

! r 'r,-=--.. 7_



2.2.3 D1AL) f developed at Lockheed and was first put into

service daring 3966. The 1968 version of DIALOG was

adapted EV Lockheed to NASA's requirerints (ael was named

is now in the -,ublic do-rain. Since 1969 the

exter.:Ici in r_ic.y it I;

23ssib2e to buy or lease the software, Lockheed encourages

.e pie to sul-scribe as interactive searchers.

Since April, 1973 a great many more data bases have

been put online, including the National Agricultural

Library's CAIN (Cataloging and Indexing), the American

Psycholegical Association's Psychological Abstracts, INFORM

C,,MPENDEX, II:SPEC, Chemical Abstract's CONDENSATES, and

others.

TNIFEK ,as deve'oped at the Massachusetts Institute of

Te,:hnolugy and was first put into service during 1969.

was originally intended as an experimental system (but

an oYeratienal environment) for trying out new approaches

in--2t,oth indexing and interaction via terminals which

..1 alphanumeric characters and micrcciche.

April, 1973 tne system has been taken down and

renrogramred for use on an IBM 370/165 computer.

In related effort, an interface is being designed that

triosiates what one requests using a single command langua,e

the ,an,;!..14P of one or s7-te7s.

14
tk
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L.2.5 NASI-s, was ieveloel. at !%7ASA's Lewis 'esearch Center p!!

was first -It .it ser:ir'e -_!_lr::. ,'L,---- r.,vistA

.,r- i In . the ---Ivstem :11,, us5,1 in t.,is report was in

operation only a few months durinv 1972. NAFIS way

intence:] tu ::-e as a dta base management syste-. Its

maior use was with descriptors of photographs of the

United States taken by the ERTS satellite. The system

is no longer being supported by NASA, although tl-e software

is still available.

2.2.6 LEADER (often referred to as LEADER.MART when used in

conjunction with Lehigh's Mart Library) was developed

at Lehigh University and first put into service during

March, 1971. It is intended primarily for searching

of bibliographic or textual data bases by students at

Lehigh, although service was for a time being sold to

outside subscribers. LEADE7 is unique in its emphasis

upon natural language rrocesstng and de-erphasis upon

.7:colean nperatcrs.

Firce April. 1973 tro lari;e bibliographic data bases

_mcved frc7 the system and reprozramming eff:rts

:rc. _;:l.r-,?ay tc make it 7- ru _-ab with textual (pr2n-

Ixed) "M eri,-,l.

LEADER



DATA CENTRAL was developed at Mead Tccnralc-4y Laboratories

and was first put into service during i9c-,8. At various

times before April, 1973 it was used for searching Pyichf_,-

loy,ical Abstracts, Epilepsy Abstracts, and the law

the state of Ohio, DATA Ci:':11?.A1, is intended foc u,e a

data base management system. Either the software can be

leased or data bases can be placed on the parent system.

Since April, '973 the system has been revised and is

currently being reprogrammed to run on the DEC PDP -i1

series of computers.

DATA CFNFRAL

2.2.8 RECON was developed by Lockheed for NASA and is maintained RECCN

by Informatics (in conjunction with their STIMS file main-

tenance package). Since 1968 the system has been extended

in many different ways. RECON is installed not only at

NASA, but also at the Department of Justice, the National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, and other

government agencies. Informatics supports RECON at these

installations as well as selling service and making their

-.uter available for storage of data bases.

since April, 1973 fhe Environmental Protection

Agency's ENVIRON data bases and George Washington Univer-

siWs POPTNFORM data base have pit onto the syst,2r. The

ii_IXICON data base has been renaved and has become the

-MINE data base c.n 171_,HILL.
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a

ORBII II was developed by Syster: Development Corporation ORBIT

in conjunction with the :'r-velopment of FLHILL for the

National Library of Medicin_. An aariy version of ORBIT

waL flrst put I'to servi:_e cDiring 1970, and ORBIT

)perational in 1972. ;IA- boti sells or lea,,es

software and also puts up data bases for subEcription

searching on the parent system.

Since April, 1973 a new version of the system,

ORBIT III, has been developed. In addition, a great

7:an more data bases have been put online, including

the National Agricultural Library's CAIN, COMPENDEX,

NTIS, INFORM and others. System improvements are being

implemented on a continuing baLls.

2.2.10 RI C5- was developed by Northwestern University and was

first put in service in September, 1969 (then called

RIMS). Since that time it has undergone extensive

c-anges and an instructional interface RIQSTUTOR has

been built for it. RIMS is intended for maintenance

and searching of small-to-mediu size data bases

'.:'ether they are bibliographic, textual, or nulAerical.

It can be sed in conjunction with graphics plctiing

ind

Sine April, 1973 the RIOS User's Manual has been

ru-..-ritten, prcred'iral carability has been

ie'relo:', to enhance !_;ith interactive searching and

. data ami an interactive griphi,s

e has Leen Th- system has been ireitalled

in Lamp,, ani l actIvely 1-.elry, marketed in the UnIted States.

17
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2.2.11 SPIRES -II was developed by Stanford in conjunction with

the development of the BALLOTS library cataloging system.

An early versit.1i of SPIRES was first pur in service in

1969, and SPIRES II became operational during September,

1972. SPIRES II can handle a wide variety of different

types of data bases, including those having hierarchies

of fields within fields. While it is possible to transfer

the software or to but a data base up for searching, SPIRES

is intended primarily for searching and file maintenance

by people at Stanford.

Since April, 1973 the system has been revised substan-

tially. It now provides for offline report generation and

predefined formats online. As it is being modified to run

on the IBM 370/158, it is being augmented to have '

language capabilities.

2.3 :HZ SYSTEM'S ENVIRONMENT

SPIRES

Each of the systems must reside on a computer, under an operating

system, (perhaps) connected by a data communications network to a terminal

where a user searches in one or more data bases. The data base may belong

to the user and is being stored on his computer with software leased from

the system owner, the data base may be stored on the system owner's comput-

ter, or the user (as is customary) may have no ownership interest in the

data base. In this section most of these aspects of the eleven systems

are considered. Missing from what follows is a clear picture of the users,

how frequently they search, and the problems they run into. System r,pre-

s!-ntatives were asked to f:harActorize their users but few could do so.

18



Outside of the ui.iversities, most searchers are intermediaries rather than

end users (but not all). An NSF-sponsored study is being conducted b:

Carlos Cuadra of System Development Corporation to find out the answers

to user-related questions.

2.3.1 As of April 23, 1973 slightly modified versions of

the system were being' operated by others. These

versions of the system would have qualified for

inclusion in the comparative analysis.

a National Library of Medicine's
ELHILL (popularly known as MEDLINE)

b. European Space Research Organization's
ESRO

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
NASA/RECON

Atomic Energy Commission's
AEC/RECON

c. State University of New York's
BCN (Biomedical Communication Network)

d. Mead Data Central's
LEXIS

2.3.2 As of April 23, 1973 bibliozraphic data bases

containing more than one hundred thousand recorJs

were available on the parent system fcr commercial

searching.

a ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Center's data bases)

CHEMON (i,nemical Abstract's
Chemical Condensates)

MEDLINE (National Library of Medicine's
MEDLARS)

b ERIC
PANDEX (CCM information Services' data base)
NTIS (National Technical Information Service's

U.S. Government Researrh and Development
Reports)

1OXICON (National Library of Medicine's
Toxicology data base)

ENVTRON (Environmental Protection Agenc
dita base)

19

a. ORBIT
b. DIALOG
b. RECON
c. STAIRS
d. DATA CENTRAL

a. ORBIT
b. DIALOG
c. RECON
d. BASIS*
e. LEADER**



d. NTIS
Chemical Abstract's Condensates
* Science Information Associates 1 11, i

marketing of searching service.

e. Chemical Abstract's Condensates
COMPENDEX (IEEE's Engineering Index)
** Metascience handled marketing of searching

service.

2.3.3 in addition to the sites mentioned in 2.3.2,

system software was also being used at the

following locations.

a. Department of State
Karolinska Institute (Stockholm, Sweden)
State University of New York

(Syracuse)

b. Department of Justice (JURIS)

c. House of Representatives (Bill Status System)

d. Environmental Protection Agency
Wright-Paterson Air Force Base
Union Carbide

e. Carnegie-Mellon Univers_,.

2.3.4 In addition to the d #ta bases mentioned in 2.3.2,

large data bases were available on the parent system

for in-house use.

a. COMPENDEX
IBM's Technical Documents

b. MARC (Library of Congress's Machine
Readable Cataloging data base)

c. ERTS (NASA's Earth Resources
Satellite imagery data base)

a. the INTREX data base

a. ORBIT
b. RECON
c. STAIRS
d. DATA CENTRAL
e. NASIS

a. STAIRS
b. SPIRES
c. NASIS
d. INTREX

2.3.5 As of April 23, 1973 the system was being used for RECON

DAN. CENTRAL
some data bases that were neither bibliographic nor BASIS

SPIRES

primarily textual. NASIS

RIQS

2t)



2.3.6 The system has capabilities equivalent to thase or

a host language. This means that programs written

in COBOL or some other language can call upon the

retrieval and d4 splay features.

1)AIA (F.NTRAT

2.3.7 The system is operated in conjunction with a batch S1A1RS
DIALOG

retrieval system. Only in the case of NASIS is it BASIS
LEADER

possible at the terminal to transfer a request RIQS
NASIS

from the online system to the batch system. RECON

2.3.8 The major technique used by the system for trans ALL

SYSTEMS
lating requests into lists of records is to call EXCEPT

RIQS
upon previously constructed inverted indexes. Items

in the index are kept in alphabetical order, and

each item is a word, numeric value, or phrase followed

by a list of pointers to records in the data base.

2.3.9 Pointers may indicate 1) the data base from which

the record comes, 2) the field from which the item

comes, 3) the word position within the field, 4) the

-2- -3

item's importance to the record, 5) a date for the

record, or 6) other information. Those systems

that do not store data base and/or field information

within the pointer keep separate inverted indexes for

each searchable data base and/or field.

a. 2,3,4 and 6
b. 1,2,3,4,5,6

c. 2,3, and 6
d. 5 and 6
e. 4 and 6
f. 4

g. 1,2,3, and 5

h. 2 and 3
i. 6 (for links)

21

a. INTREX
b. DIALOG
c. STAIRS
d. SPIRES
e. LEADER
f. ORBIT
g. RECON
h. DATA CFNTKAL
i. BASIS



2.3.10 An additional technique II' by the system for RIQS

INTREX

transiati-'g requests into lists of records is STAIRS
ORBIT

call upon every record in the current list (or NASIS

in the data base if there is not a current list)

and scan it to see whether it satisfied the query.

2.3,11 As of April 23, 1973 the system was accessible DIALOG
RFCON

through the Tymshare network (a commercial, leased ORBIT
BASIS

telephone line, data communication network).

12 Whether or not on the Tymshare network, a number a. STAIRS
b. NASIS

of users were accessing the system from remote c. DATA CENTRAL
d, SPIRES

locations. e. DIALOG

a. IBM has its own international data
communications network

b. the federal telephone network (WATS)
c. WATS and privately leased links
d. NSFsponsored leased line networks
e. Lockheed has its own high speed (480 cps)

leased line network

2.3.13 The user can search using 1) any of a wide range

of different ASCII video and teletype terminals

(like the Pazeltyne 2000 or the Texas ins-ruments

Silent 700), 2) EBCDIC video and typewriter terminals

(like the IBM 2260, IBM 3270 or IBM 2741, 3) graphics

terminals (like the LMLAC or ARDS terminals).

a. 1 and 2

1 1 . 2 and 3
c. 1.2 an1

1

a. ORBIT
a. DIALOG
a. RECON
a. STAIRS

a. DATA CENTRAL
a. SPIRES
a. NASIS

b. INTREX
c. BASIS

RIQS

d. LEADER



2.3.14 The system runs on a) the medium to large size

IBM 360 and 370 series computer, (like the IBM

360/40 or 370/145), b) the IBM 360/67, c) the

CDC 6400, or d) the UNIVAC 110E. ((INTREX ran on

an IBM 7094.)

2.3.15 The software is written primarily in a) FORTRAN,

'-)) PL/1, c) Assembly Language, (SPIRES is written

in PL/360 which ac_s like Assembly language but

looks like PL /l. INTREX was writt,-n in an extension

of Algol.)

a. DATA CENTRAL
a. RECON
a. DLkLOG
a. ORBIT
a. STAIRS
b. NASIS
b. SPIRES

c. RIQS
c. OASIS
c. LEADER
d. BASIS

a. BASIS
a. RIQS
a. LEADER
b. ORBrf
b. NASIS
c. DIALOG
c.

c. STAIF
c. DATA CENTRAL



3.0 INSTRUCTIONAL, DIAGNOSTIC, AND CONTROL FEATURLS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Before one can search for information using an interaciiN.e retrieval

system, one must have access to the system and be able to use it. It is

tempting to focus upon command language capabilities, forgetting that

people need instruction, make mistakes, and occasionally need retraining.

In this section we shall focus upon supportive and controlling features, so

that in later chapters we can disregard them. A number of the features are

actually not a part of the command language interface, but are necessary for

it to function properly. For example, logging onto the computer will be

discussed, as well as the training of users by human instructJrs and trouble-

shooting by consultants when command language problems arise.

There is a danger wren dealing with computer systems of assuming that

everything should be computerized. Many system designers reported that. the

tutorial material available at the terminal is rarely invoked. There are at

least three possible reasons for this. Interactive searching is still quite

expensive (15-120 dolla-s/hr) and users may feel that there are cheaper ways

to fern. It could also be that the range of behaviors to be taught or dif-

fic,rities to be anticipated is so great that enough tutorial material can not

be presented within a reasonable amount of time. Third, it is possible that

the material available has not been reworked to the point where it

mitict!c scr.sc to users. Whatever the reasons, all of the eleven systems depend

hp[IJi!v up ,r; himAu a;;,istance when dealing with users.
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Few dsn stil argue that inione an ,:cme in off tilt: street and

ntter fifteL' minutes ).4f instruLtion be searching like a professional.

There are t'n many things that need t be taught. If the user is not

familiar with b_Ls terminal, he hAs 'e tcn_,ht h-w t, -r,erate IT.

may include plugging telepnone r,c,iyers settng dirlx switches,

transmitting commands, ';_)t only will th e user have ti learn

how the rtArieval language works, he probably win z-il.so have to learn how

sarc-.. Most non-mathematical users initially find boolean operators to be

unnatural. It is oily afto.r some experience that they realize ho important

it is to fill out concepts and to progressively combine them. However, toe

topic usually requiring th- most instruction is how to use the data base.

Data bases differ markedly in structure, ranging from Medline with its MESH

hierarchical thesaurus to FRIC wittl multiple index terms for the same topic,

to Compendex with its index phrases, to still others for which every :.ford

in the text is inverted for sear_:hing, Some data bases rEly heayil-; Upon

roles, others upon linkages. and some roily upon relations. For searching

to be really effective, the query rrac,t be adapted to the liz-=c!iliirities of

'le data base. Most searchers today are information specialists threucn

constalt practice, are c,)mf';rtarile with the termiral, :ommand anc

,lAta bases.

BE(.0MI%li FAYILIA"It e:ITH T'E FIHErf.

ire riLeive

711, h t 1,,,e1 ire vit

t]

tner,iHv ,n wiil

incit t.it
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tr ...n)m a at rt is t- be !l. ther,

the', know wh 1.21.-= ess t

repres,-4ves ar oost omi 1t wi;1 int,21-redi2tte j-

uot, toi mtk urt_iin tat t-- a_

' ._

,re 7ore fa7_ilidr with tinetn iSt le7e1

represtlyes and :_,SOS are in 01050 nysical pr-ximity. In bGtn

-ises, it rarely hap-,)ers tn.-a t. a person with an inforration need wno nas never

s-earsned ..1sinz an int,!r-,ctive retrieval syste: Ifef,r:=2, sits iown at d terminal

=,tm;elf odins oearchirc. Almost always tnere is s=e-_,ne ne goes to

w- O to u_se tnc sys:_em, and who will help him as he learns h'w to

71-- s7-;ter' u-itomarily is invoked without going. a. INTREX
b. SPIRES

iai r:rc:edlires 'enon only to thost, who have been 5. BASIS

erd for searching.

neople generally go to a terminal that was
logged on ahead of time by the IN'TREX staff.
people having acco.mt numbers for 'omputer
_Ise in general can invoke the vstem by
4:-)1lowing normal icgon -rocedures and

clITP7s r PAIR.

er-=. f-r arhing the a.

STAIRS
NASIS
REC0':

AlP



ptrt ear rt ORBIT

DIALOG

i RECON

BASIS
SPIRES
NASIS
RIOS
DATA CENTRAL

ar pr-.is. wa.rh STAIRS
DATA CENTRAL

vaiThie flr the sste-, SPIRES

1NTREX*

least tw- :a se= ( *) , the names -f fiel:Is in trne DIALOG*

-f the dat-a 1,ases.

Even thohgh t ^e as_:_ has nr 7,er-y invi.ke:1 the system, a.

h.

INTREX

SPIRES

1 atti-Ipt is made t- catch tI.e ,,::traine,d user and c.

d.

ORBIT
BASIS

;.-.,tile him with instr-icti.)n until he overrides e.

e.

DATA CENTRAL
LEADER

a. After the user types his name and address,
the system responds "Welcome to Intrex

f.

g.

STAIRS
RIOS

If you already know how to use Intrex, you
may go ahead and type in commands. (Remember,

each command ends in a carriage return.)

h. DIALOG

Otherwise, for information on how to make
simple searches of the cataloz, type

info 2

or, t- see the :able of C atents (Part
the Intrex Guide which will direct

t- other parts of the Guide explaining h:w
t- Tate more detailed searcb_s, type

i-fo I-
Arter the ..=er tytes SI_RES, the system
responds

"W=r-IE Tr; SPIRES II,
fclIwed Ly messages r)f the day, th,h
IF IN TROUBLE TYPE HELP"
After the user Is l'Jgged he is t_l!
which -Iata hc Then

he is ask=d he wishes ti !.ave the

new rr e%p,rieniccr user format. If }

tat he w,iht,, th, ne, user f

he is advised
"TYPE AFTLF, T:!E ":'=ER:', WAIT AFI-

(ISE PRAT.: , ENTFP SLARCli STATEMENT:-'

. . D0 r11: w T (1, A F"R. tiEP S-4MARY lit' nil:RA: I',

T: nP



J. After the user logs on he is asked
DO vOU DESIRE "ERAIING INSTRUCTIONS)
TYPE YES OR NO

e. From the moment the user tons onto the system,
he is advised regarding what to do next. If

he has received training, he is able to enter
commands not in:luded in the advice.

r. After signing into a data base, the user is
incormed that he can invoke the HELP functic.'.
It accessed from RIQSTUTOR, the RIQS user is
informed
"IF Ai ANY TIME WHILE ENTERING SEARCH COMMANDS
YOU 'TED ASSISTANCE, TYPE HELP..."

h. As a part of the log cn greeting, the user is given
a telt-Acle nt_mber for problems or assistance.

3.2.' The knowledgeable person can receive enough instruction a, DATA CENTRAL
SPIRES

at the terminal in order to learn haw to search. 'his RIOS
d. INTREX

may incline 1) terminal and typing problems, the e. ORBIT
f. STAIRS

command repertoire, 3) characteristics of the data base, g. DIALOG

.4) common pitfalls and their remedies, 5) recent revi-

sions to the system, 6) sample searchez be emulated,

hints for effective searching.

a. depending upon t;:e data base
D. 2,3.5,6

c. 2,3,4,5,6,7
1,2,3,5,6,7

e. 1,2,3,5

,- 1 Z.,-

-

The user either =In -access training material pasl.e1-;

a tut-rial -r cam af_tivel-, an Infer t6 ,I1

711c instru7ticn.

;'_AT/: allows r)(- tc ac-es,; pas:er; r.f ti

Many of these pages :,aggect other pages t-
access. There is a directnry for finding
what text is acsoc-iated with ea-h nomber.
HFIP inqtructs the type

EXPLAIN EVF:=.YrliT.Nr, (a Iirect.)ry of what

avli abl e) . F.Y.PLA I ': FVERITii;V: indicite-

that the user seeking instruction sh(.11'
EXPIATN SPIRES for tut,Iriais, k -7.

-.test Lhdri,,,es :n the =vqt.7.

1'6

:d3

a. DATA CENTRAL
b. SPIRES
c. R-7S

INTREX
ORPIT



The user must attach RIOSTUTOR, which in turn
attaches and communicates with RIQSONLINE.
During the tutorial, control can be passed to
RIQS via the EXIT command. Control can be

returned to the tutor via the HELP command.
INFO v allows one to access pages of text.
INFO 2 acts as a directory.
NEWS allows one to find the latest
changes in the system.
The new user receives tutorial infL:rmaL,on.

EXPLAIN EXPLAIN acts as a directory.
f. HELP allows one to access pages of tutorial

explaining different aspects of the system.

3.3 RECEIVING HELP WHEN IN TROUBLE

t a rate person who never makes a mistake. The range of problems

teat an arise when searching is enormous. At '-:est the user realizes he has

forgotten how to enter a command. Often he cannot figure out what a message

from the computer means, but is satisfied when he receives a more verbose

explanation. Ptoblems become m:re difficult when the user is certain that

one toing should have happened but instead another did. For example, the

user asks for all records dealing tith AYRICA2s: HISTORY OR UNITED STATES

HISTORY and finds that the data base c-ontains nothing. The problem could

be that oRs are processed before ANDs, that ti,e data base has been broken

into irdi.-idual wards, and that i plicit ANDS are inserted between words

a query. Thus the request effectively asks for records containing

A.'-.TRIGAN =-:,TATF'; AND HISTORY. Cr the problem ..fight he that the user

lethrne, ,Irsor bet-re trlh-i7ittih;, the line. Or the problem

thdt th- datd 1,.se ejstin,:ui;hes, between l: 'per an.: PT 'ace

.1;,per r-trieve any t t-te

I 1-,PS



Most of 1..1"a SVrtO : very li:tle help uF,er,, with their

nr;:blems. Almst 111 of the-7 ',se is with telephone numers to call

as a last resort. -:ev rely he,vitv Lir1 rood trainir4 in the first place,

ini an*erfa es 1-Tat t!e s trrfr. rd Cr:it 4t

3.3.1 The .ser t ht- f t terse tr _r

with the s-...ste-, can -)as-k

whenever e feel, Le

a. to get the verb, se mole,

SHORT to get baci, t the terse --ie.
. VERSION LONG to get the verbose mode,

VERSION SHORT to set the intermediate,
VERSION SYMBOLIc to get the terse mode.
'hen entering the data base, tae option
LONG or LiJ,WIC is used to get the verbose
mode, while SHORT or SKW-:C is used to get

terse

INTREX

h ORBIT
c. DATA CENTRAL

3.3.2 The user Lan as an explanat_i,n of th syste a. RECON
b. ORBIT

prompt or res;'nse he ht-; list receivr-f. c. RIQS
d. SPIRES

HELP error e. STAIRS
EY_PLMN will give an eyplanation of f. DIALOG

the latest prompt by the computer. v. MASTS
EYPLAIN followed by the terse form of o h. DATA CENTRAL

system message will retrieve an
explanation of the message.

HT-",;-' will cause a 7enhl of opt ions to he
7lisplayed

(no postings?, see results', need
to answer a mestion?, review featurt,
review data base'', command names')

lc the 1-nqUT"R is attached, then HELP
the t,lt,r and it explain hcw the

m--;t re-entiv j=ci

t.1% or

(-xpl 117 ttS -t

r hipo! he -,rr,?nt./

fvfiat no iiht

t tb ni vt c,tnIfe.

on 'r )ie PUT' opt Ion
;.),,rt-..eter prompt-,

the Ter liqt of thing
n re-eive expli-.ti',.
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f. EXPLAIN error code
g. EXPLAIN error code

EXPLAIN RESPONSE. error co,' in order

to find out what to do L., correct an

error.
EXPLAIN ORIGIN, error code in order to

find out whEre an error code came from.
WHAFfi

every prompt and response from the
system is numbered so that fuller
explanations can be retrieved.

3.3.3 The user can ask for an explanation of a specific

command for which he remembers the name but probably

not the format.

a. HELP command name
b. EXPLAIN command name
c. ..HELP command name
d. if the RIQSTUTOR is attached, then

the user can ask ior explanations
of commands at any time during query
formulation.

e. DATA CENTRAL has explanations of the
specific commands in the WHAT file.

3.3.4 The user can have the processing of his search

request traced so that he can get a better feeling

for what went wrong.

a. ..SET DETAIL=ON causes the number of
records and the number of occurrences
for every term in the query to be listed,
but does not show how ....le terms get combine_.

L. COUNT causes the number of records remaining
to be listed after each new term's stem is
ANDed into the result.

3.1.5 A i7orti.71n of the Ilser's 1:lide is r.,-rm.tte:-. in ,

t-Ilt it h s tho 1-r- with

51
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a. RECON
b. ORBIT
b. DIALOG
b. SPIRES
b. NASIS
c. STAIRS
d. RIQS
e. DATA CENTRAL

a. STAIRS
b. INTREX

RASiS

AT RS

RECON
SPIRES
r+RBIT

7,A1A

r) V Or,



1.3.6 Possessors of aLLoun :. numbers are nr,)vided with

a telephone number for calling up a human c nsultant

ho ,_an help them with trouLle-shooting.

.7 The user can ir :cal tie with the .

%.11 the cunmand

HELP followed text prints the
at the consuitant's terminal.

b. 10 SPIRES

takes the message composed using the
text editor and puts it in the consultant's
mailbox. Assuming that the user did not
tur- 'f monitoring, the consultant can
look over the user's recent behavior from
his consulting terminal.

SEND MESSAGE 1/ followed by text prints a
message at the consultant's terminal, wh
then can send a message hack or call the user.

RI-Yr:LAT:NC, USA'E

LL
SYSTEM',

a. %AS'S
SPIRE')

r)IAL',1;

Mt.r- are a f,.w featrcs trot us*rr- often dc, nr.t perceive as beneficial,

it that ,ItiTatelv ar, f[,r their benefit. some features, like access

restri rar,-.1y be Lrr-1,-,ht t: the ttentimn of u7era. (thers, like

-iv 11l %. feat,_rc,c are ir.-A-uded

",- it t:)resentativeF, t leac from the

f - t ha -v t- thf-ir
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N

3.4.1 When entering the system, the user must pass through

th, logon procedures of 1) a computer network, 2) an

operating system, and 3) the retrieval system itself.

He must know 4) an account number, 5) a terminal

identitviny, code, and 6) a r issword.

a. 3 and 4; sometimes also 1,5, and 6
b. 2,6, and 3; sometimes also 1 and 5
(. 3 and 4; sometimes also I and 5

d. 3 and 4

e. 2,4,6 and 3; sometimes also 1,5,and 6
f. 2,4,5,6 and 3
g. 2,6 and 3
h. 2,4,6, and 3
i. 2,3,6, and scmetimes 5
j. 3.4, and sometimes 6

3.4.2 By the time the user has logged on, his searching

abilities have I) been restricted to a subset of

all possible data bases, 2) a subset of the fields

in a data base's records, and 3) a subset of the

records in the data base.

a. 1

b. 1 and 2

c. 1, 2, and occasionally 3

3.4.3 By the time the user has logged on, his command

behavi-r is being monitored (disregarding purely

chargr monitoring) a) only as a contribution to

aggregate statistics, b) on a command in core

basis rarely used for tracking individual users,

:) on an individual user basis so that users can

both be studied and helped with problem,-;, or

J) on ,!,-) individual basis hu with an option t

the 11,4r to turn monit,ring off.
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A, ORBIT

b. BASIS
c. DIALOG
d. DATA CENTRAL
e. RECON
f. SPIRES
g. LEADER
h. RIQS
i. STAIRS
j. NASIS

a. RIQS
a. BASIS
a. DIALOG
a. ORBIT
a. RECON
a. LEADER
b. DATA CENTRAL
c. NASIS
c. STAIRS
c. SPIRES

a. NASIS
b. ORBIT
b. RECON

b. DIALOG
c. LEADER
c. INTREX
d. SPIRES
d. RIQS



The user can enter comments as he searches that a. ORBIT
b. LEADER

appear at the appropriate spot in the monitor log. c. INTREX
d. RIQS

a. "COMMENT followed by t .Kt"

b. COMMENT prompts the user for
lines of text until the user
specifies STOP. Or

* followed by text
for notes to oneself.

c. COMMENT followed by text
d. The user is asked after completing use

of RIQS to enter any suggestions or
comments he might have.

41
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4 . 0 Qb/31217 EaRMULAT I ON FEATURT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the major value of information retrieval systems is that one

can easily gain access to small numbers of potentially relevant records

that are buried in immense data bases. By trying out various criteria,

by observing how the criteria pare away a data base, and by examining a

scattering of retrieved records, the interactive searcher can revise his

strategy until he senses that he can do no better. While a good sear-her

vacillates between expressing criteria and checking to see how well the

criteria work, in this chapter we shall only discuss features for formulat-

ing queries.

Formulating queries for information retrieval systems is not the same

as asking everyday questions. First of all, the context in which most

evervday questions are asked greatly limits the possible responses. One

does not ask a waitress how much it costs to fly to Tokyo. Secondly, most

questions incorporate an understanding of how the respondent structures his

knowledge. Thirdly, askers of difficult questions rarely expect thorough

or precisely on-point answers. Users of information retrieval systems often

do expect to receive thorough and on-point answers. They expect to get

tnese from data bases that contain material contributed by many different

people who structure their knowledge in different ways. Computers are not

in eye-to-eye contact with humans and generally do not remember peopl from

one session to the next. The information retrieval systems discussed in

this report do not answer questions; they provide a "quick and dirty" means

for rarrowing down the search space so that the odds are improvei tht-

uqL-r viii find an answer to his question.
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4.2.1 The set of available data ba',es does not depend upon the

user identification.

* INTREX makes available only a single data base.
For use with other data bases, the system is
called other names.

4.2.2 When the user identification happens to limit one

to a single datr base, that data bise is attache]

automatiall

INFREX
ORBIT

RECON
DIALOG

L.2.3 When the user identification does not limit rrie RECON
ORBIT

to a single data base, one data base is still -7ALOG*

attached automatically.

* DIALOG has a user-speciAed default data base.

4.2.A The user is autcmatically presented with a list of

the data ba,e_ he might attach.

NASTs

LEADER

4.2.5 The user can ask for a list of the data bases a. DIALOG
b. SPIRES

he might ittach. c. STAIRS
d. NASIS

a. BEGIN or EXPLAIN FILES e. GRBII

L. SHOW SUBFILES f.

c. ..HELP BASES 4. DATA GEN'IRAL

d. FILES or RETRIEVE (where there i, no

default file name)

e. "FILES?"
f. BROWSE when using the RIQSTUTOR
g. WHAT 50

. 6 As a part of the available data base display, the LEADER
DIALOG

user is aske-1 tn enter the identifying number o' NASIS
RT(S*

the one he wants to have attAched.

* when using, the Rf(!STUloR



,.2.7 The user, independently of as available data base

:11splav, indicates to the Fystem which data base

!te wishes to have attached as his first data base.

SYSTEM PROMPT
ENTER FILE, MIESSAC.:E OPTI_1N

. ENTER NAME OF THE DATA BASE
TO BE SEARCH

ENTER DATA BASE NAME

f. ENIFB:

-ENTER NASIS CCM'N):

RESPONSE
db, optior
ATTACH, 1ocica uhit, db

db

do passwer,i 'password is
optional)

a. DATA CENTRAL
b. RIQS

c. BASIS
d. STAIRS
e. SPIRES
f. DIALOG
g. NASIS

SELECT db
BEGIN BYPASS (for he

user-specified default data base)
RETRIEVE db

The followinq four _Items
assume that the user wishes
to Ewitc'l to a new data base.

first exit from the system, although

he co.', st'l- maintain contact with the C.me-sharing

r t

f

Sf c--,TART

l'3t

1,arit,F retroe.:' t-

_ w'tc., j4s t Select his

t f!Lt, 1:=e

INTPEX
RI QS

a. STAIRS
b. LEADER
c. BASIS



4.2.11 A slightly different technique is used for switching

to a new da,a base than was used initially.

a. BEGIN for a list of the attachable data
bases and a prcmpt to select one, or

BEGIN db# to bypass the listing and prompting
h. .FILE db#
c. FILE for a reminder of the current_ data base

(and option), with a chance to switch by tpihg
db, option

d. "FILE rib"

DIALO(.

c. DATA CENTRAL

d. ORBIT

4.3 FORMULATING SIMPLE OUERILS

Many people prefer to learn by doing, and often begin searchinz before

they know how to. All of the eleven systems rely upon the user to formulat

tne query', but var in how easy they make matters for the uninitiated. Since

people often rely heavily upon first impressions, it is important to consider

what each system presumes that the user knows about entering requests, how

successfully the system re-orients him when he gets confused, and how rapidly

it brings him to the point where he can display retrieved ,Tecords, Since

simplicity is gained at the expense of making presumptions, it is worthwhilt

to examine what assumptions each system makes, and how system-, differ.

It is difficult to anticipate what an untrained user will cnn,vier t-

he a good request. Much depends uoon the type of data base select,2d.

order to remove this variable, and since all of the eleven systm,, can be

used with textual or bibliographic data bases, we shal, assume that the user

has selected a _al data base. According to designers, the great mailfritv

of requests are for content-related ra:ord,

to rely up--1

The uraraio uscr is likely

experience w!th content-related sear,t,in.,. 'f ho

thinks about how hr ask24 peon 1o' questians, be probably will slf,?t-h "It mos!

aspects of his querv, using good grimmar and more w ,rdc, C an a':)aolul- essarv.

U



it he tilnks at,,ut how he uses indexes )t _ar,t =at.._4,_!2s, o -r -.

(,:e or tw_: words that f-apture U sin.tle as1;e_t f t%e

f 1ntrcct searching -_vpinily have LI - ur.terc tc t

The question-asker is t_h--ari!,--6 to (rt .

so that he can lisc6ver whet'-.et 21arttiat.i'n -it-,

the concept. The index-thumber e-couraged t.. enter

:sprinccting them together with b_,'olean ,:peratrs. t'_

first individual may never retrieve anvth:ng, white the other

manually searching through .o.lu:,.inous cut it. The ,=amt-le

are effects of television vic.lence on chi-drHh" f,r

and "tel.-,,vision violence" for iniex-thal.72:.ers.

it should be ncin,:ed out that DAL- and RE":0:; attPmTt

users from eirec.'12 r.ntering full queries, and instead encura'.-.e the-7 to

alphabetically adiacEnt index terms. They io this h havirw, 3 t.:,w of keys (-r1

the terminal art like functions keys, and by having ttle one IAPAS.D if-ft of

the one for SELECT. The untrained user who begins his reque,t ith Fv7'A';1)

receives back a porLior of the index, thereby increasing cltin,,e-, th,fi e *

only requests in the future.

Tne reason for not discussing ];,arnin2 by in :-,-

strIct:.-7, is that none f the :..stems treat simple searchir; in

t the user to more 3c,phisticite,' features. Many is. rs n,ver

r;s, si :plc se,rching. )::1Y it the casc. :EADLR s-;,te-

deal effecAivelv qlite --lty

:FA-j: :itt-Ans t-is :1(wfr usirc, the r..cilt-st as , r

t



:te assurnes tri u,er wants to enter a se3r:'-.

rtc _et, after having se'_ecten the data base.

ENTER REQUEST
SS 1iC9 -- SEARCH STATEMENT I OR COMMAND"

ENTER YOUR SEARCH ONE TERM AI A TIME
1/

PLEASE ENTER YOUR REQUEST. (END IT WITH A ri

TO FIND DOCUMENTS IN THE SYSTEM SPECIFY YOUR
SEARCH REQUEST BY SUBJECT, AUTHOR, TITLE TERMS,
OR COMBINATIONS OF THESE A'=, qHrUN IN 7'7 3

EXAMPLES BEI,OW:

SUBJECT XENON VISCOSITY (et:.

ENTER SEARC,: COMMAND OR TYPE HALT

,.J. -ooat indicate tc. the s;stc-r that _

t- enter a search request_

SELECI

SEARCY
Ti ;p

must spe,-ify zhe field t be searched

a. SUBJECT
'. an index for the selected data base

RECORD (to search all fields)

-wit =-,per'It. relatisH .-

is tne in at sti

rc:1;.t ,hin 1.1(1!i:;.

1:t_4c I, in ttE- quf-ry

'query

: Is true 1-r t h

r

DArA CENTRAL
ORBIT
riASIS

d. LEADER
e. INTREX
f prnS

1. W-4-
a.
a. DIALOc
b. STAIRc

2, INTREX
D. SPIRES

-IiL



Me user .1st speLify in C.le i

results

DISPLAY field names or numbers or
PLACE RECOPDS IN SET Set numi-Pr

e

4.3.1 1,.e end quer';

7.3nAer (other than by a ..i'aIria)2c- return transmit).

a

For next see items, the words
making up the query take a form like
THE EFFECTS OF TELEVISION VIOLENCE
ON CHILDRE":, where no record contains
exactly this phrase nor does the user
expect one to.

.3, RIOS
b. LE,DER

s. Py expressing a request in this manner, the user likely a. INTREX
b. LEADER

receive -rorthwhile results.

a. While AND is the implied hoolean connector,
the effects of stemming and full indexing
reduce the chances that the user will recei-:e

a null result.
The words are used to retrieve indexing phrases
ranked from those crntaining all the words to
those containing only one. The user then
selects son-e of tie Dhr3ses and these bec37e

,is

..se r receive a eslt with

-r ent._-rirq., A

* f-r fiata s , :.ere r}: t 17-1tec,

nnectcr is 17

'1'

DATA -ENIRAL
DIALOG
RECON

NASIS

SPIR1S*
r1RBIT

PIS



4.3.10 The user will receive a null request but with a

suggesticn that improves his chances of entering

worthwaile requests.

a. NO SUCH TERM. To:ANT ADJACENT IEP_M"'

YES:NO/

a. BASIS

4.3.11 The user will re_eive a r(_s,1t. but neither is it STAIRS
SPIRES*

,Tery useful nor is he suggestions f r ering

worthwhile requests.

* for data bases wn,-r t-e 11

,_o-nector is an CD

)mmon words like- 'the',

from the query.

* for those ,1ata bases where the data base
manager has chosen this oction

4.3.13 Words like 'effects' (but not 'children') are

depluralized.

* the data base manager specifies which
depluraliza- rules he wants to Incorporate

INTREX
LEADER
DATA CENTRAL*
SPIRES*
STAIPS*

LEADER
INTREX
DATA CENIRAL*

4.3.14 W,,r,ls like 'televisicrie, 'vl-,lence., and 1,:hi3dren' INTREX

have their affixes rc-ncved so that they 1-,_-:Gme

1-.ke

r-

1
ti

the i-?;(t te words
Trak 'Jr tne qaerL; take a form Ilk,-
irrT!;iicZI)V 71')LENrE: where, the user
;'(_,es not realize there is a differ
encc the exact phras-e
th'e intect:on ot the two
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4.3.15 The request is interpreted as a ,e .ch for the term

TELEVISION VIOLENCE in the index.

* for data bases not having multiple word
index terms, the request will lead to a
null result

** true only for data bases oay.ng multiple

word index terms

4.1.16 The request is interpreted as a search for rases

like TELEVISION AND VIOLENCE, TELEVISION VIOLENCE,

TELEVISICN OF VIOLENCE in the record.

4.3.17 The request ls interpreted as a search for the

exact phrase TELEVISION VIOLENCE in the record

* true only for data bases with word
proximity searching

BASIS

ORBIT*

DIALOG
RECON**
NASIS*

DATA CENTRAL

RIOS
RECON*

4.3.18 The request is interpreted as a search for documents SPIRES*
INTREX

indexed under (or containin") both the words

TELEVISION and VIOLENCE.

* true only for data bases with AND as the
implied boole., connec:c-

4.3.19 The request is interpreted as a search for documents

indexed (or containing) either the word TELEVISION

r VIOLENCE.

true only for data bases with OR .s the

implied hoolean connector

4.3.:0 be request is interpreted as -,earch for documents

(ir ether TurvitnN 01 VIOLENCE

(whetl-ier

are ranked.

ter-Tv, are ,ont:iLuo,i),

SPIRES*
STAIRS

LEADER
-,TAIES*



( ()NCEP1

Th, ,er:hr, unlike the rec,,;!,nize!, ti e iEportinte

querit-s into iistinc_t o, ts , orcd I 1 !I a, ep7

between 1:-J21,!,r_-, n ,,wed

in nicural Idnuage cA.iLmnLiatiun, ir -_ n

tsolate:1 con_epts or to worry nbuut tie' ri-h

g,rammatical ,:onventiun that we use in natJral ianguage far eil%ecidi:Ig (cc-

oepts dre not ivallable in c_o-rrand languages. By tocusi7.c upin ,on-E_pts,

12gical b(,acis linking concefts eacmL bearer, an! -;,2 tan be 'TT' aily

re2onstr-ted with bc,ole-i, ,:,perato,s in a 2nery. linkino, will be

liscussed in the next .,..ection. The rich store of redu-iant expressions and

interconnected ideas that rtvipients of messages poSsrq ls not built

-ost data bases. By ttempting to thoroughly e),press each conceT.t,

inttrpretations of the query come to light and shades of meaning stand ut

in this sect-on, features for refining concepts are disssed.

The m4:-..st prevalent features are those for incorporating andit,nal

int, the rey_le,3t. New tf_rls 1,4r1 range from slight var- .clan,, in Spoiling ti

relatives. Thyre are a number 1...f reasons why so 1-.ZRV features cheni,i

-Jilt td to incrporatirc4 in w ter-is. like -nest peupte, fn I

recill. Alphdbeticd; disDldys and di- c of

at_fd stimJli!-.- the witn m_=i1-,ts for ter"::', that t''

fthervise fkrget 11;id ,d,Ile:s ,n use iinha'netical

in to. smc reatr=, enterIng large

'f ;t ii at 1, 11 t.. r is rut t_ht f ^ rn r

11,- un the hoer-.' nr- es,.

at



Features fry restricting the scope of terms are less prevalent. Most

of the systems do riot distinguish between upper and lower case letters in

a query. Most avoid confusions about whether characters are part of a term

or part. of a ccmmand by eliminating special characters from index terms.

(The techniques used by SPIR1', :nd NASIS for handling special character

are not discussed in this report.) Many permit the user to search for exact

phrases. A few make it possible for the u'=_'.=,r to limit how far apart words

can appear in a retrieved document. All systems let the users restrict

searching to one or more fields. Perhaps the restrictive power of the

Boolean AND (discussed in the next section) when used to combine different

concepts is so great that the need for limiting features at the concept

level is reduced.



The following thirteen .gems
facilitate expanding the scope
of concepts.

4.4.1 Various formats for expressing certain types of values

can be recognized and automatically converted to a

standard form before searching.

a. 3 FT. 2 IN. converts into 38 IN
JUNE 16, 1973 converts into 06/16/73

b. FRED JONES converts into JONES, F.
JUNE 1973 converts into 06/--/73.

4.4.2 The user can specify that values falling between a

lower and upper bound should be incorporated into

the query. An asterisk implies sequential searching.

DATA CENTRAL and RIQS achieve this feature using

relational operators and the AND logical operator.

a. TERM1 - TERM2 or TERM1:

b. TERM1: TERM2
LIMIT set/## -## years only

c. (TERM1 - TERM2) numeric only
d. 19## THRU 19## years only
e. BETWEEN TERM1 and TERM2 numeric

FROM TERM1 TO TERM2 only

*f. WL TERM1, TERM2 (within limits)

OL TERM1, TERM2 (outside limits)

48

a. RIQS
a. DATA CENTRAL
b. SPIRES

a. NASIS
b. RECON
b. DIALOG
c. BASIS
d. ORBIT
e. SPIRES
f. STAIRS



4.4.3 The user can specify criteria for numeric fields

via relational operators. For all but RECON, the

format is FIELD NAME OIFRATOR TERM. For RECON the

format is OPERATOR FIELD NAME TERM. STAIRS and RIQS

are limited to sequential searching of numeric fields.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

a. NASIS

b. RECON
c. SPIRES

d. RIQS

e. STAIRS
f. DATA CENTRAL

-.:".> ,OT

+
> ,AFTER

GT

GT

- G TR

>= ,GE, -1<
+=

>=
GE

NI
NLS /(

=,EQ,BT,>4.-:

=
.

EQ
EQ

A= AE

-1=,NE

-.1 =

NE

NE

A/=,ANEQ

..<=,LE,-1.-
-.

dcl =

LE

NG

NGT /*

<,1.1'

-

.<,BEFOREI
LT

LT

,LSS i

4.4.4 Common prestored variants for a query term are auto-

matically incorporated into query (i.e. AEC also

retrieves documents indexed under ATOMIC ENERGY

COMMISSION).

4.4.5 The user can specify that terms with the same root

the query term should be incorporated into the

c_;_.ry (i.e. CHILD# acts like CHILD, CHILD'S, or

CHI_-)REN).

TERM*** incorporates terms having (in this
example) four or fewer characters following
he root.

h. TERM $. TERM $n, MASK TERM, cr MASK TERM n
incorporate terms having an unlimited number

or no more than r. characters following the

root.

c. TERM# for data bases defined to permit
Lruncation (a different symbol could be
designed as the truncation code in the
data base definition).

d. TERM*
e. ALL TERM
f. TERM:
g. TERM! (since truncation is normal mode, this

specifies an exact match G1 all characters)

STAIRS
DATA CEN'')AL

BASIS

a. DATA CENTRAL
b. STAIRS
c. SPIRES
c. DIALOG
d. LEAPE°
e. ORBIT
f. RED'

INIRL!



1.1 1-0(rponstAj

,itLINE retrieves ON-EINL Ind ('d EMI
t not ONLINE

ONLINE retrieves all of the d):Ive

11 somethin .'ke se, ntial seirchih,:

\::j [E retrieves ON-LINE and ON LINE
rPt oNEINE

RP::_,SEARCH (FN) ON:LINE r.-,rieve-, all 0-
t' -)ve via sequential searching

a bATA CENTRAL
h. SPIRES

bIALOG

ORBIT
1. ORBil

.,n sK fr a display of terms alptlabetically a. STAiRs
h. ORBIT

LI, --e he designates. Possible teatures c, riALOG
C. RECON

..v 1) that tvo or more of the displayed d. NASIS
e. BASIS

thi term alphabet cally, 2) that the terns f. SPIRES

g. DATA CENTRAI.
1,:lentiticaton s.) they can be referred to lat2r,

ter:, indicates how many records would

It ,--re entered in a rearch request, 4) that

' ir.]icates how many terms dre cross indexed

'-'71,1t_ the tern causin4 the display I

_ 1 -- tt SoMC manner. :arenthesis

T it ce 1M4 a field rlame or ii-_dex

IftSP('N'-;{

3

' :-` I , 3

LP".

I , _



ert 1.

PROMPT

N OR D(!i. DO'WN N

YES,or F
-4-vT7YWORD

spi

-KEy',,;TTD

C31: f-,r a terms semantic-ill

kbroarier, narrower, svnonym2;, see a,so,

atatistl,dlly the one no

Possiule features of" a lisplay are 1) that ,odes are

used to de-,12nate the type 1- relation hol -etwen

the display term and the one entered, 2) that the ter-,

,re ideatif ors so that tne-s, ,an be referrec

later, 3) that each ter:, indicates how many rec-rds

would be retrieved it it wer, entered LT. 3 sear.1-

request, and that each rtrr indiiate_

cross-refEreneri w t1 it

COMMAND 1-SPON,t

"TREE TERM" r,rie levei

-/PAND E4

THESARUS inde terct -01 levC. t

SYNONYM index T r,onym,, it t1,15

i. rRJ3II 'NHR)

,

W-7(ON

NASIF

c. DATA CUNTRA'.

ATRS

a.

U. DIALOC,

h. RECON
. SPIR;

d. LLADER



4...1,

fhe user. when iurp5atir7, eith,r alpha ti .11, ol

selLanti,'.1:17 rel,ated terns ltdn his query, dSk

the, ') car. srriho them toclier with

c3h wse a hyphen tu spe'l. a

r-te tiv 1-;t:

b)olear.

a. NAaiS
b. RECON

DIALOG

d. LEADER
u. ORBIT

Ii e ;_.,r-er is aut'..,mati,:.aliv told ,..hen he enters a BASIS

E..ar,:h term which ether terms are rd l ted tj it.

T1-, user ,n speif; that all terms hierarchically

bt11:Jw thc designated one are t r. 'orated

nt respcnSe.

1. EXPLODE TERM
dlable in sot,* ]at : -sts it ti'

olex elill.incement s

a. ORBIT
b. DIALOG

LEADIP



4 r ca-e ,-haracter._stics (ali

,,apital letters, little lett,rs) that terms in

the re:_ords must satisfy.

term .X. when X can be LJG f,.r lower case,
U/C for upper case, F/C for first letter
capitalized, and MIC for mi' :ed '_,pper and

l_wer

4.4.15 The user can specify how central the terms in a query

mu,,t be to the content f a record.

RANGE X where X can be MAJOR, SECONDARY,
MINOR, or TOOL.
LIMIT Xl/X2 where Xi is the query set or
sets being qualified and X2 is either
MAJ or MIN.
SELECT TERM / FN

Often data bases star central terms (tungsten*) thus

allei,-Iting the need for a special feature at query

tiff,e, but requiring the user's item-by-item post-

selectir)r.

A, INTREX
b. DIALOC

.4. The Set- Ii s;e:ify tnat w,2ros are to dppear one a. ORBIT
b. DIALOG

_ te,:t record. teat, asterisK c. RECON
d. STAIRS

5iT L _1 5Par -nIn. e. DATA CENTRAL
f. RIOS

(FN; -rf'FX1 P;171),EX

TERM (e; 1FRM2
'TERM]

TERM1 aDO

-FERMI TFPM?

'TcRMI

I'PM1 TFRM;



r w'rds arc to aP;,edr wit',

thc tux of a record. A

,

lERM1 (,In) fERM2

In W) TERM2
iERM1+*n TERM2

_preir before tt,e

St : w:r-! must

(Wyn)

d. DATA CEWRAL
r. DIALOG

RECON

The 1.ser car specify that words are to appear withlr a. LALOG
b. STAIRS

i-al =.roupin2 of a record. INTRFX

d. ORBIT

a. TERM1(F)TERM2 in same field.
TERM1(nS)TERM2 within a sentences of each

other (if n is :witted) in the same sentence.
TERM_WTERM2 in same index linkage

b. TERM1 WITH TERM2 in same sentence
TERM1 SAME TERM2 in same paragraph
WITH TERM2 in same index phrase
SENSEARCH (FN) :TERMI TERM7: in same sentence

fte user can spenify that the terccc are to appear a. INTRFX
b. RIQS

within a particuiqr fielf! (or index). FN means c. 'BASIS

d. SPIRES

fi.ald name contains or . two characters. e. BASIS
f. DATA CENTRAL

a. SUBJECT g. STAIRS

AUTHOR TERM h. RECON

TITLE TERM 1, DIALOr

IF 1%FiELD1, JJFIELD2, fiFIELD3 CONTAIN. oRBIT

search request, FIELD = FIELD NAME
FIELD NAME relation,11 operator TERM
FIELD NAME TERM
Fi_ELD 'Y relational ope- ITPM

EN TERM IELD NAME, TERM
NA_ME relational cperit)

FIELD2,

NAME = FERM
= 1F_RM iulc,e.1

I



a

if',' th.-It a partiular rfLorl 11!-=

1-k!trieved, wIthout it 1,,in _,T.mediately

A',E.A.

a. SNR EQU RECnRDg, PFC7iR7)4'.

1-. KEE? RECORD;,

, . RE CORD

J. DOCUMENT RECORD
L. BEGIN SEARCH OF RECORD RECuRD
f. ..SELECT ALL RECORD EQ i

,k c

a. DATA CENTRAL
b. DIALOG
c. ORBIT
d. INTREX
e. RIOS
f. STAIRS
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ths hin r1 the 4reatest number

iisrlay ,f rec,.ros as t'-:e per-__e-Itawe meeting

7t,r13 4E-t' t rtr.atei te?e nr,

it e ref ned eritel% -in- later

7e st r:files and

;_r-fl'es are ,ften tht cf as stan-lin."

'-r nina re-_)rds. it is probatly more ecnnc7ical Jarry

ie=11.-e inl:rmation (L)D!) via batch rather than ihtera,--tive

sear:r-in4. :w.!ver, if i-r,_;f1,_es are ti-,a ,1nt cf as highly polished request

-T-nent5 f-r _:se by pe-,,pie searching in ina._:ecuatelv indexed aLeas, then

makes sense tave them availde ;nteractively. In man .. vs this use

cf sch9larly research and demands the same type of peer

.wp,11-.. the task ,Df searrhin,' be made easier, b..:t users nid

material in their ?wr, discipline. 5eqdertial sear-1

'Peer th-.1ht -t in trms f hatch systE--s. 1-1:wcvpr,

be

incrf---i

Yc:t s,

at

-NW



Trt:-ns -f

AND Nor
AND NE:
AND I=

.1-51 -51
AND NOT

±51 5-p NC,T,Nu":

NOT

AND NOT,&-1

-R AND NOT
AND NOT

.AND. .NGT

-. NOT

OR Nil

OR NE)

OE NiT

DATA CENTRAL
h. NASIS

ORBIT
c. INTREX
d. RECON
e. STAIRS
f. SPIRES

g. RIOS
h. BASIS
i. DIALOG

'-r e-:prssions, ccnnectcrs a. DATA CENTRAL
b. NASIS

r.iorit; are processec! tefcre connectors c. ORBIT
d. DIALOG

,JDnnectcrs with equal priority d. RECON
e. STAIRS

let tr ri;zht. The features dis- f. SPIRES
g. RIOS

1- ither cannot be h. BASIS
1. INTREX

r else havc her

DATA CENTRAI's wer'!

urctr Ys Ier 7rirritv

...1 1.1



, ~, c,ntrolled tnrui0

tie ,,-,Jrerltheses.

'_,perator an be s7,ecifiea for insertion

'7.etween terns in a range of teems.

a. set set#/operator
TERM1-TERM2 /operator
operator/TERM1:TERM2

c. rERmi operator TERM2 TERM3

The next eleven items
[ deal wlth re7uest sets.

NASIS

DIALOG
RECON

STAIRS
SPIRES
1;105

BASIS

a. DIALOG
a. RECON
h. NASIS
c. STAIRS

inpit from the user is treated as a L:_mnlete a. RIQS

request. it is possible 1) to store the results

a request and 2) to invoke those results as the

c1c7in for part of the domain) for a later query.

n. 1) IF query TdEN PLACE RECORD IN SET 4
2) BEGIN SEARCH OF SET /I

BEGIN SEARCH OF UNION (4,1i,...,v)
BEGIN SEARCH OF INTERSECTION I

BEGIN SEARCH OF COMPLEMENT (//tit,... )

t'e

LI-S a re:_est a. SPIRES
DATA CENTRAL
'FADER
INTPEY.



P. ;Ni21\:UAFION BACKTRAr.K

[NI) query AND or OR query BACKUP (one step)
query AND o t? query MODIFY # (to step
iuery f, PF!RSES for START OVER for query

-,trase select revision while main-
r-visi;;n taining selected

ph case

NEWSEARCH fo-
tr-tal query

r AND .r SF:2 hack ..3E-2)

ry it tue Jser Is treat] as a ._?mplete

request d-ld is as_ed a set number (except for

INIFEY). The results of a request can be in-,or-

rAte_l intu subseT:ent requests by Inentioning

the set number (or set name for _:,:TREX).

A result sets, or backup points, are established
via the comaand NAME SET1 where SET1 is '-- be
the name of the set.

The q'.eric-s that car Lohtain connect-1,rs are

tn ie wtu re the only terms are set nurhets.

COMBINE query
query )

The cool an re.lew trie text ,f his q-e-v fr querie-,),

'DIAGRAMJI" The text of the query for
5et number Or for the must current
set if is omitted) is displayed, but
with all set numbers replaced by query
text (enclosed in parentheses).
DISPLAY SET HISTORY For each aLtife
set the text of the query with Index
7hraues rPplicins: EY.PAND display lIne
--imt,ers) is liste-cl along with the n17-,:-

quer- r.trieve--..

sr

ORBIT

DIALOG
RECON
STAIRS
BASIS

NASIS
INTREVc

a. DIALOG
b. BASIS

a- ORBIT

b. DIALOG
RECON

d. STAIRS
e. DATA CENTRAL
f. BASIS

'. LEADER
h. NASIS



,.51-)PLA1" ALL or ..DISPLA, For

each set in the ringc. cpec ified, tne text

of the query is listed along with the number
of records the query retrieved.

0. REQUEST or REQUEST #, ANSWER # or ANSWER.
For the latest addLtion to the query or for
the designated modification step, either the
viery text or else the number of retrieved
records is displayed.

:. /LIST ALL. Same effect as for STAIRS.
PHRASES The index phrases selected so far
are listed along with the number of recur',
each retrieves.

h. SETS. Same effect as for DIALOG.

rhe final set is for Accumulating individual

records 3S they are being displayed.

a. KEEP recordi1 cr

KEEP setv/itemit, item-iter, .

a. DIALOG
b. RECON

4.3.11 Before submitting any queries, the entire data STAIRS

NASIS
hose acts like result set 0, and can be displayed.

Resui t sets can be purged so as to free space fr,r-

ir!ditional sets.

a. PURGE ALL or PPRGE or PURGE
h. RELEASE SET e or RELEASE SETS tt,0,...,/z

ERASEALL or ERASEBACK (a and subsequent
sets are wiped out) or RESTACK TO

(;t and subsequent sets are wiped out
except ;-or n,...m which are given new
set s beginning at ',. ff the TO plrt_

is mmittel set 1 i=

,ET

4.: . I 1;? -.--

Vt

a. STAIRS
b. RIQS
b. RECON

ORBIT
d. INTREX

l'-;Tkr".,



4.514 The total request c:in be s,ivei fur re-use during

same other session.

SAVE USE DELETE

_SAVE NAME ..EXEC NAME ..PCRGE

PROFILE RERUN NAME
EXECUTE strate

in workinv,

1-1SAVE RECALL " .RELEAS1

a serial -
assign'd

a. STAIRS
NASIS

. SPIRES
A. DIALOG

' -rtain commands (usually including the AND N()T connector) a. STAIRS

b. INTREX
cdn he used only in coniunctinn with a request set (or c. ORBIT

-n14otn,- request) .

_SELECT the system puts cut a set number and
the user responds with a prior set number
(or ALL) followed by query input. Numeric
and other non- indexed fields can only be
searched in this manner.
RESTRICT FIELD NAME TEXI.
STRINGSEARCH set'` query
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RLSULT MANIPULATION FEATURES

5.1 INTRaUCTION

The fact that records in a data base can easily be manipulated by

computer means that records .:an take on different appearances depending

upon the needs of the user. During query formulation, aspects of records

can 1-,e presented that help the user revise his request and measure hi_

progress. After a query has been formulated, other aspects can be presented

tnat help the user locate answers to his questions. Occasionally, aggregate

properties nf records are more important than individual records. In this

chapter we shall discuss features for interactively displaying records dur-

ing and after the query negotiation process.

The result manipulation features available in the eleven systems are

not as extensive as those needed in management information systems. Ideally,

data bases intended for decision making should reflect problemr-oriented ele-

ments and relationships. It s'-,c d be posoible for the user to organize

elementiry ,omponents so that they reval strategies for dealing with the

prJblem. dat;A bases ot the eleven systems reflect a record orientati,n

r3tner tnin a urolem orie4tation. Records entering the data base remain

.!enerailv are the same records that are retrieved later

-n NASIS, :)ATA ,,i1NTRAL, and SPIRES can synthesize retrieved reor-!

.3tored recurd constituents, they are not commonly used in this way.

1;Irs base tn be eveloped that effectively address prohlems, b"

1,asr_ must ao-ee upon pr.,1,7-,

mu-;t b, s-,me i,uarantue regard4-.,, the quality ,

p t ;

'r and SPIRES data bases tho ,'T.
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iptive rather than ncrmdtive. t has

t: T,,i7;..fr to c_noose between a'ternate implementations of

leature,_, A acre normative approach will be taken in this chap-

At t%e A:ril w,-:,,,h' p, designers were asked to specify which

wro ss,r, Fpr,sr, "minimal,- What this came to mean was that,

rhn wold be sinificantly constrained. The

fros will o cumm.arizeJ in the next section along with supportive

r f sl:pertive reasoning brings ip another issue.

can pr fit from hindsight. they also need principles

The new capabilities of a rapidly evolving

often the chlv g,:ideposts available. A possible

presented in the third section

rrinciples wiii not be

*

t
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,,ri- removal. Of all the features, bocle,.:

the most essential feature. Without NNis, OPs and

* :d 1-e :;t1-alt to formulate complex requests. Of the eleven

,te<-, not oroviie f:,1: them. The indexing phrases

are dssumed to be additive; retrieved dt,'umeot

, t 1,o'e the additive overlap between request un:',

a ,-optshes 7C,St of what no rm a I users expect from

_t it-its what can be expressed in a query. There is

t, in.1, t LnA:)F1: that documents containing extraneous concepts

toe ranking or that documents containing central

There is no way to indicate that two cr

rse;,t,, Ire o-t inc'ependent. For example, different phrases may

'ut this cannot be specified. The net effe,_t

ir lean )per-lt'_,rs the skilled searcher cannot retri eve

_ 7r7 to examine when mat-hing requests witr,

1,. ,,ssen'iti. Like people, records tend to have

-In ne treated in lust one way. BY est1ino

t;t ea:h field contains only e. single t- P0 :f

t- 'oare records along unitary dim-n-'

-,r t tae advantae..e of t1-0_, various

.. t .'"he Tequert. He c,ar. mit

tr7. t1 txcer;-:
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SYSTEM
3.2.

2 2

'T.RONAL
3.2.3

READING
3.2.4

INSTRUCTION

ON-LINE TRAINING
3.2.7, 3.2.8

ATA BASE CVFPVIEW
3.2.7

LA.MPLE SEAP

DOCU'MENTATIu
3.3,3

'PACIN;;
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nn-line Documentation

One page descriptions of all commands and error messages.

Search Logic Tracing

The searcher can request a .etailed description of how his multi-part

search request lead to the number of hits reported.

Live Help

Either a telephone number to call if desperate or a message command

for requesting help from the ou-Aine human consultant.

Vest Pocket Card

A durable folder containing command names and an explanation of how

to get complete command descriptions.

Comments

The user can express his feelings or contribute insights to the

system staff. Most useful in conjunction with a system log so

tha; the staff can examine the user's pre-comment behavior.

Monitor Log

Typically a list of the commands entered by the user during, his

session.

INTREX -- Able to have two terminals see and control a

MASTS

single display (as well as traditional monitoring)

-- Individual sessions are not logged. Instead,

every week command and data base field usage

is summarized.
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I R N S L B D .9 R D 0
N I A P E A A T E I R

T Q S I A S T A C A B
R S I R D I A I 0 L I

E S E E S R N 0 T

X S R C S G

V v,x v,x v v v v

v v vxxvxx
v v v v v v v v

v v v v v v

v,xxxvvv

v v,x v v V v

V X v,x v v,x v V

2 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 1

V V X X xxxx

x x x x x

v v If viivh

v v v v v v

QUERY FORMULATION

FEATURES

SUFFIX REMOVAL*
4.3.13-14, 4.4.5

SEARCH FIELD CONTROL*

DICTIONARY ACCESS*
4.4.7, 4.4.8

RELATIONAL OPERATORS*
4.4.3

SPELLING VARIATIONS
4.4.4

RELATED TERM CAPABILITY
4.4.9

WORD PROXIMITY OPERATORS
4.3.16-17, 4.4.16-19

BOOLEAN OPERATORS*
4.5.1-4

REQUEST SETS*
4.5.7, 4.5.13

PHRASE DECOMPOSITION
4.342

SEARCH PROFILES
4.5.14

SEQUENTIAL SEARCHING
4.5.15

* = an essential feature v = under user control

= currently being implemented x = assumed automatically
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Suffix Removal

Most systems require the user to indicate suffix removal by entering

the root followed by a truncation code. Automatic stemming in INTREX

can be overriden by following the term with an exclamation point.

DATA CENTRAL automatically deletes final s's.

Search Field Control

If the user does not specify which field he is searching, an X means

all fields are assumed while aV means a single field (or a combined

field like title and abstract) is assumed. The user can override

the default by specifying a field name.

Dictionary Access

Alphabetic portions of the controlled vocabulary, index phrases, or

word dictionary are displayed. Only DATA CENTRAL and SPIRES do not

specify the number of documents associated with each term.

Relational Operators

The operators GREATER THAN, LESS THAN, and BETWEEN can be used with

numeric fields. In STAIRS, the operators can only occur when per-

forming a sequential search.

Spelling Variations

Words like 'avenue' and 'ave.', or 'January' and 'Jan.' are linked

so that the use of any one incorporates the others.
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/

Related Term Ca /ability

Where terms in the vocabulary of a data base point to other terms,

the user can see the other terms. LEADER has both automatic

phrases and optional associated phrases. DIALOG, RECON, and LEADER

number the. terms so they can be incorporated by number.

Word Proximity Operators

DIALOG, STAIRS, and RIQS allow the user to specify that the terms

are to occur in the same field without specifying the exact field.

DIALOG, RECON, and DATA CENTRAL allow the user to specify how many

words may separate two terms. All systems listed in the word

proximity column permit testing foi exact phrase -Matching. ORBIT

and SPIRES provide for phrase matching via *sequential search.

Boolean Operators

Generally OR is used to combine related terms, AND is used to

intersect distinct concepts, and AND NOT is used to exclude

previously displayed material. A 1 indicates that AND's are

processed before OR's. A 2 indicates that the leftmost operator

is processed first. A 3 indicates that CR's are processed before

AND's, but, by using variants of the operators, AND's can be

processed before OR's.

Request Sets

Each line of search request input is given a set number. Later

search requests can incorporate earlier sets by mentioning the

set number.
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p.

Phrase Decomposition

A natural language phrase is decomposed into significant words.

Common words like 'the' and 'about' are deleted. INTREX _assumes

- a logical AND between terms. SPIRES assumes either AND or OR

depending upon the file definition. LEADER ranks retrieved phrases

avoiding the problem.'

Search Profiles

A user can develop a Search strategy (or compon is of a search

strategy), store the strategy, and rerun it many days later.

DIALOG permits-users to develop and store search trategies so

that they can automatically be run against file updates.

Sequential Searching

In order to search fields that have not been inverted, each record _

in the set is examined one after the cther. This is the only

method for searching in RIQS.
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B'DSRDO' RESULT MANIPULATION
N I A P E A A T E I R
T Q S I A S T A C A B FEATURESRSIRDIAIOLI
E SEES RNOT
X S R C S

-v vv v V V v v

v v v v v v v v

1 4 4 1 2 2 1 3

v v v v v v v

v V. v v v

vu v v v v v v v

1/2- Is is hvvvvis

v v v

v v v v v

.1, v v

v v

v v v

v v v v v v v v v v v

v v v v v v v v

v v
,

v

v v Is v

SEARCH" REVIEW*
4.5.9

PREDEFINED FORMATS*
5'2.6, 5.3.1

ONLINE FORMATTING*
5.2.7, 5.3.2-5

RAPID SCAN
5.2.5

HIGHLIGHTING
5.2.9, 5.3.9

EXPANDING

SORTING
5.3.6

RANKING
5.3.7

COMPUTING
5.3.8

MICROFICHE
5.3.16

DISPLAY OF GRAPHS
5.3.17

STATISTICAL INTERFACE
5.3.18

OFF-LINE PRINTING
5.3.13-15

BATCH RETRIEVAL
2.3.7

PHOTOCOMPOSITION

DATA ACCESS PROTECTION
3.4.2

* an essential feature v has been implemented

:1.02 currently being implemented 97



Search Review

In ordeto review what has been done, a short summary is presented

of the sets currently active, the number of documents each contains;

and the request that caused the set to be created.

Predefined Formats

..;

To allow the user to easily vary the way in which he views retrieved .

documents. Usually one format displays eescriptive.fields, another

shorteitations, and a third displays total documents. With manage-

ment information the predefined formats are likely to specify page

layouts.

On-line Formatting

To allow the user to indicate the fields of each document he wishes

to see. A 1 indicates that the fields can be put out in one order;

a 2 indicates that they can be put out in any order; a 3 indicates

that limitee page organization is possible; a 4 indicates full scale

oft .4ine :eport -formatting.

Rapid Scan

To quickly look over a little information about each document

retrieved. The display should continue until the user interrupts

it. DIALOG and LEADER simulate rapid sail by stacking commands.

RIQS provides for nothing but rapid scan.



Highlighting

To find out what it was in the document that caused it to be

,retrieved. The INTREX feature does not highlight text but rather

puts out only those field valults that caused retrieval.

Expanding:

To have a complete document displayed after seeing a portion of

it. This is usually done either by entering a sequence number or

document number.

Sorting

To sort the documents accordinkto the values of a designated

field or fields.

Ranking

To rank the documents so that the ones containing the greatest

number of search terms are listed first. STAIRS provides for

five different ranking options. LEADED automatically ranks output.

Computing

BASIS and RIQS allow the user to define variables as functions of

field values. The calculated values may be displayed or operated

upon by statistical subroutines. In SPIRES, the average command

combines calculating the value and displaying the result.

Microfiche

The terminal controls access and display of the microfiche.

In DIALOG the feature is not used.
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Display of Graphs

Graphics terminals are used by RIQS and BASIS for on -line plotting

of fields from the document set retrieved., In neither cage'is it
4

possible u, superimpose graphs from different sets.

Statistical Interface

The records retrieved by searching can be passed to an on-line

statistical package for analysis.

Off-line Printing

The documents are printed and (usually) are-ma: _ to the user.

The user must divert the requeei to the batch system with both

RIQS and SPIRES.

Batch Retrieval

There is communication from the on-line system to the batch

system with both NASIS and LEADER. In the other cases, the batch

retrieval command language is similar to the on-line language.

Photocomposition

In close association with the retrieval system is an off-line

photocomposition system for publishing data base documents.

Data Access Protection

Access to records within the data base or fields within records

can be restricted to-a subset of all users.
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